
11+ CEM Maths Practice Assessment Tests for
Ages 10: Unlock Success in the CEM Exam
The 11+ Common Entrance Maths (CEM) exam is a crucial assessment for
students aspiring to secure a place in grammar schools in the United
Kingdom. Designed for 10-year-olds, the CEM Maths test evaluates a
child's mathematical abilities and logical reasoning skills. To excel in the
exam, children need not only a strong foundation in Maths concepts but
also familiarity with the unique format and demands of the CEM exam.
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This guide provides a comprehensive overview of the 11+ CEM Maths
Practice Assessment Tests and offers valuable tips to enhance your child's
preparation. By understanding the test structure, practicing with sample
papers, and implementing effective study strategies, you can empower
your child to approach the CEM Maths exam with confidence and maximize
their chances of success.

Benefits of Practice Assessment Tests
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Identify Strengths and Weaknesses: Practice tests provide a
structured way to assess your child's current skill level, pinpoint areas
where they excel, and identify areas that require further attention.

Familiarization with Test Format: CEM Maths tests have a specific
structure and format. Practice assessments help students familiarize
themselves with the question types, time constraints, and layout of the
actual exam, reducing anxiety and increasing confidence.

Time Management Practice: The CEM Maths exam is timed, and
practice tests allow children to hone their time management skills. By
completing mock tests under exam conditions, they can learn to
allocate time effectively, ensuring they complete all questions within
the given time frame.

Enhanced Problem-Solving Abilities: Practice assessments provide
a variety of challenging problems, fostering critical thinking, problem-
solving, and logical reasoning abilities. By tackling diverse questions,
children develop the skills necessary to approach unseen questions in
the actual exam with confidence.

Build Exam Confidence: Regular exposure to practice tests helps
build stamina, reduces test-related anxiety, and instills a sense of
preparedness. By repeatedly experiencing the exam format and
practicing different types of questions, children develop a positive
attitude towards the exam and approach it with greater confidence.

Structure of CEM Maths Test

The 11+ CEM Maths test is divided into two parts, each with a specific
focus:



1. Part A (Non-Calculator): This part consists of 25 multiple-choice
questions to be completed in 30 minutes. The questions cover a range
of topics, including number, algebra, geometry, and statistics.

2. Part B (Calculator Allowed): This part consists of 15 open-ended
questions to be completed in 45 minutes. Students are permitted to
use a calculator for this section. The questions require more in-depth
problem-solving and critical thinking skills.

Tips to Ace the CEM Maths Exam

Start Preparation Early: Begin practicing Maths concepts and
familiarizing your child with the CEM test format well in advance.
Consistent study and regular practice build a strong foundation and
enhance confidence.

Master Concepts Thorougly: Ensure your child has a comprehensive
understanding of Maths concepts covered in the CEM syllabus. Focus
on developing fluency in problem-solving, logical reasoning, and
application of mathematical principles.

Practice with Sample Papers: Utilize high-quality practice
assessment tests that closely resemble the actual CEM Maths exam.
This provides realistic exposure to the test format, question types, and
time constraints.

Time Yourself: Time management is crucial in the CEM Maths exam.
Practice completing mock tests under timed conditions to improve
speed and accuracy. Encourage your child to allocate time wisely and
prioritize difficult questions.



Review and Learn from Mistakes: After each practice test, review the
answers and identify areas where your child struggled. Analyze the
errors, understand the underlying concepts, and reinforce those areas
through additional practice.

Build Stamina and Concentration: The CEM Maths exam requires
sustained focus and concentration for an extended period. Encourage
your child to practice for longer durations to build stamina and improve
their ability to maintain focus throughout the exam.

Stay Positive and Encouraged: A positive attitude and self-
confidence play a significant role in exam success. Motivate your child,
acknowledge their progress, and provide support and encouragement
throughout the preparation process.

The 11+ CEM Maths Practice Assessment Tests are invaluable tools that
empower children to excel in the CEM Maths exam. By understanding the
test structure, engaging in regular practice, and implementing effective
study strategies, you can help your child develop the skills, confidence, and
mindset needed to achieve their full potential. Remember, consistent effort,
dedication, and a positive approach will pave the way for success in this
challenging yet rewarding examination.
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